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Lockdown 5.0 is inevitable, as 

seen by almost all the sects of the 
society. The total number of cases 
of Coronavirus (Covid19) in In-
dia, even after 4 phases of Lock-
down, extending for almost two 
months has risen up to more than 
160 thousand. 
The Lockdown has been fruitful, 
but not up to the expectations of 
the governments (Central & State) 
and the countrymen. 

According to the sources, there will be a 5th phase of this Lockdown (Lockdown 
5.0). 
Lockdown 5.0 might be the last and final one. 
Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi, might address the nation on the 
coming Sunday i.e. on 31st May 2020. 
There are speculations about him announcing the Lockdown 5.0 during 
his “Mann ki Baat” session on Sunday. 

Lockdown 5.0 will have different guidelines by the Central Government, but 
these guidelines are expected to less strict than the previous ones, giving some 
more power to the state governments. 
1. State governments will be free to decide the strictness of the lockdown in 
their state. 
2. Red Zone/Containment Zones will continue to remain close and to be 
sealed strictly. 
3. There might be several other bans imposed, of which other guidelines might 
be rolled out by the Central Home Ministry, soon after the announcement of 
Lockdown 5.0. 
4. Schools and Educational Institutes will continue to remain closed until 
further notifications by the authorities. 
5. Shopping Malls might get permission to operate, but the complete decision 
on this is left with the state governments.  
6. Air and Rail travel will continue to operate as it is doing now under the strict 
watch of the Central Government. Metro service might reopen partially from 
June 1. 
7. Big cities of India, like Mumbai, Kolkata, Pune, Delhi, Bangalore, Hyderabad, 
Chennai, etc all have containment zones, thus there will be a big reflection of 
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Lockdown 5.0 on these cities majorly. 
8. Religious place to remain closed, as they might gather big crowd. 
9. The decision on the opening of Restaurants and other such places are left with 
the state governments. State governments might give permission to the opening of 
restaurants in the Green zone and take-away orders in Orange and Red 
Zones. 
10. No International flights will be allowed, other than rescue operation works. 

India has reported almost over 160 thousand cases by the end of the 4th phase. 
The first case of Covid19 (Coronavirus) was reported in India on 27th January 
2020, and the country went under complete Lockdown on 25th March 2020. 

–> Four phases of the Lockdown were as below: 
Phase 1: 25 March 2020 – 14 April 2020 (21 days) 
Phase 2: 15 April 2020 – 3 May 2020 (19 days) 
Phase 3: 4 May 2020 – 17 May 2020 (14 days) 
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India-China Standoff escalates Tensions. 

India-China Standoff has once 

again escalated tensions between 
the two neighbouring superpowers. 
The fresh fisticuffs have been seen 
at Galwan of the Ladakh region 
and also along the Sikkim borders. 

The standoff in the Ladakh region 
has always been there because of 
the objection by Beijing to the con-
struction works on the Indian side 
by Indian armed forces. The con-
struction works mainly includes the 
construction of Roads for easy mobility of soldiers along the tough terrain. 

The tensions are also on the Northern side of Pangong Tso lake due to aggressive 
patrolling. 

China has objected to the construction of a road along the Line of Actual Control 
(LAC) which marks the India-China border. The road connects Dharchuk via Shy-
ok to Daulat Beg Oldie. 

Daulat Beg Oldie is the place where India has developed an ALG (Advanced 
Landing Ground) that happens to be the highest airstrip in the World. The airstrip 
is even capable of landing C-130J (Lockheed Martin C-130J Super Hercules) 

The Dharchuk- Daulat Beg Oldie road was completed in 2019, and the most im-
portant thing here is that this road gives access to Karakoram Highway. 
This has always given China a boiling head speculating the aggressive nature from 
the Indian side. Whereas, India has always cleared that any development on the In-
dian side is only for easy mobility of soldiers and equipment, during/on any unin-
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vited circumstances. 

Fisticuffs were also seen on the India-China border along with Sikkim on May 
9. Even stones were pelted on this side, leaving many injured. The moment was 
silenced after the senior officials got into talks. 

There is a verbal fight from the Foreign Ministry of China and the State Media 
of China, Global Times. On the other hand, India has not involved itself in any 
verbal fight, just like the Doklam standoff, but has initiated a dialogue. 

The dialogue between New Delhi and Beijing is less likely to be fruitful at the cur-
rent situation, because of the commencement of the Chinese National People’s 
Congress on Friday. 

India and China share a long border of 3488 km with 23 disputed/unresolved re-
gions. These are the regions were aggressive standoffs are often seen. 

The regions of the dispute are along with the four Indian States namely, 
1. Ladakh (Demchok, Trig Heights, Dumchele, Pangong Tso, Chumar & 
Spanggur Gap) 
2. Arunachal Pradesh (Namka Chu, Samdorong Chu, Asaphik, Longju, Dichu, 
Yangtse, Fist Tail-1 & two sites at Dibang Valley) 
3. Himachal Pradesh (Kaurik & Shipki La) 
4. Uttarakhand (Barahoti & Pulan Sunda) 

The clashes provoked by China at this crucial time of Pandemic are seen as an at-
tempt to diverge the world from important issues, i.e. an investigation into the 
origin of Coronavirus. 
The United States and most of the European States have criticised China for its 
aggressiveness at the India-China border. 

India has recently signed at the UN document for probing an investigation at the 
origin of Coronavirus. 
The US President has claimed that Coronavirus was made in the Wuhan lab of 
China, and is a Weapon. 
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Treaty of Sugauli and India-Nepal Tensions. 

Treaty of Sugauli, which was signed on the 

2nd of December 1815, marks the present-
day tension between India and Nepal on 
the eastern border of the Indian State 
of Uttarakhand. 

Treaty of Sugauli gave rise to the Kalapani 
dispute between the two neighbouring na-
tions. The disputed issue gain a voice when 
in November 2019, India released the 
Map of the entire country after the bifurca-
tion of Jammu and Kashmir into two union territories of Ladakh and Jammu & 
Kashmir. 
After the Map was released, Nepal objected to the inclusion of the region of Kala-
pani into India. Which happens to be administrated by India since the Anglo-
Nepalese war of 1814-1816. 

Now, in May 2020, Nepal released its official map and showed the region of Kala-
pani in its administration. 

 

Treaty of Sugauli & Anglo-Nepalese War: 

Treaty of Sugauli was signed on 2nd December 1815 between East India Company 
and the Kingdom of Nepal. The signatories were Parish Bradshaw for East India 
Company and Raj Guru Gajaraj Mishra & Chandra Shekhar Upadhaya from 
the Kingdom of Nepal. 
The treaty was ratified on 4th March 181 by then Governor-General of India for 
British India, David Ochterlony. 

Treaty of Sugauli was signed after the Anglo-Nepalese war (1814-1816), also 
known as the Gurkha War, fought between the Kingdom of Gurkha and East India 
Company. 

 

Kalapani Dispute: 

Kalapani is a region in India that is part of Pithoragarh district, Uttarakhand. This 
region is completely representational to the basin of the Kalapani river. 
Kalapani river is one of the most important and highest headwaters of riv-
er Kali (Mahakali or Sarda), which almost and almost runs through the western Ne-
pal border of India and Nepal south to Uttar Pradesh. 

Kalapani is in the Mountainous region at an altitude of 3600-5200 meters. 
Valley of Kalapani has Lipulekh pass at the top, which happens to be special for 
India, as it is the Indian Route to the holy Kailash Manasarovar. 
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Even in the past, trade has flourished through this route, as it marks the traditional 
trading route to Tibet, mostly for Bhotiyas of Uttarakhand and Tinkar Valley. 

 

History of the Treaty of Sugauli: 

Nepal had a unification under the rule of Prithvi Narayan Shah. The unification 
ultimately led to the expansionist and imperialist tendencies of the rulers of Ne-
pal. 
Under the mindset, Nepal attempted to take the control of Sikkim in its eastern 
side and basins of Gandaki with regions of Garwhal and Kumaon in the west of 
Nepal towards India (Presently in Uttarakhand) 

This tendency of the rulers of Nepal led them into conflicts with East India Com-
pany. 

British Governer-General to India, David Ochterlony defeated and evicted the 
Nepalese from Garhwal and Kumaon including all the river basins, to across the 
river Kali (Mahakali or Sarda) in the Anglo-Nepalese war (1814-1816). This led 
to the Treaty of Sugauli and demarcated the western border of Nepal with India. 

The border was established across the river Kali. Thus, India evicted Nepalese 
from the Kalapani region too and included the Kalapani region into British India. 

The Defeat of Nepalese in the War led to the ending of the 12-year long occupa-
tion of the region by the rulers of Nepal. 

This long rule of Nepal in the Indian region is often recalled for 
its brutality and suppression, as mentioned by the writers in their books. 

First, a book titled “Holy Himalayas: The religion, tradition & Scenery of Hima-
layan Province (Garwhal & Kumaon)” written by Oakley & E Sherman in 1905, 
and published by London, Oliphant Anderson Ferrier on its page 124-
125 describes the brutality of the Nepalese rulers. 

The second book that scares the readers about the brutality of Napalese rulers 
through its pages is titled, “History of Nepal” written by John Whelpton, and 
published on 17th February 2005. It is a 296 pages long book that mostly talks 
about the period of the end of Rana family autocracy. 

David Ochterlony offered peace terms first, but on the rejection he led another 
campaign targeting Kathmandu Valley, after which Nepalese capitulated and 
marked the present-day border of India and Nepal for most of the regions. 

Present Day Situation: 

The claims of Nepal have been rejected by the Ministery of Foreign affairs of India 
and have reminded Nepal of how important it is to respect the sovereignty of other 
countries. 
The issue is now linked to the increasing Chinese control of Nepal. 
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Realme Watch Rolls out a Smarter way. 

Realme Watch has been announced 

by the tech company and it’s up-set 
for launch on 5th June 2020. 
The price tag that will be on the side 
will show an amount of ₹3999. 

The launch will officially roll out on 
5th June 2020, at 12 PM 
on Flipkart. It has also been an-
nounced that the offline stores will 
start selling the Realme Watch later this year. The date of which has not been 
disclosed yet. 

The new Realme Watch is dosed with a unique combination of features at 
a lower price. This surprising element will have the features of a fitness band as 
wells as will serve notifications facility to ease your routine.  

 

Specifications of Realme Watch. 

1. Realme Watch has a 1.4 inch (320X320 Pixels) touchscreen display, with 
a 2.5D Corning Gorilla Glass screen for better durability and clear vision. 

2. It has a 3-axis accelerometer. 
3. IP68 Certified build, that gives this watch a rough tag with Dust & Water 

resistance capability. 
4. Dimensions:- 256X36.5X11.8 mm. 
5. Weight:- 31 grams. 
6. It comes with 5.0 Bluetooth. 
7. Real-time Heart Rate monitoring with dedicated Photoplethysmo-

gram (PPG). 
8. A long-lasting battery of 160 mAh that can last for 7 days with Heartbeat 

monitoring turned ON, and a life of 9 days with Heartbeat monitoring feature 
turned OFF. It has a power-saving mode that extends the battery life upto 20 
days with limited features. 

9. It has SpO2 monitoring support that helps in monitoring Blood Oxygen 
Level. 

10. It comes with 12 preloaded watch faces (OTA updates will have 100 more 
watch faces) 

11. 14 sports mode, including Badminton, Cricket, Indoor run, Outdoor run, Yo-
ga, and others as such. 

Realme Watch has accurate monitoring and reminder system that includes, Sleep 
monitoring, Sedentary reminder, Hydration reminder, and Meditation re-
minder. 

Realme Watch, along with its above mentioned fitness features, comes with a 
handful of daily lovable features such as notifications facility from your phones. 

It notifies the call (though you cannot reject of receive calls from the watch) dis-
plays name or number on your wrist. Messages, Emails notifications along with 
some social media notification integrations of apps such as Whatsapp and Face-
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book. 

Realme Watch can be used to unlock your phone remotely and can be used 
to control the music players and also camera sensors. 

Overall the Realme Watch has a perfect combination of Smartness and Durability 
with style. It stands by its price of ₹3999. 

5 Healthy Foods that Help You “Burn Fat” 

Healthy Foods are the part of our life that 

we rarely touch, either of dislike or because 
of not getting time to sit and take a proper 
diet due to the shadow of our running life. 
Not, allowing Healthy Foods into our body 
might create various problems, one of such 
being “Obesity” or as someone might call 
you, “Fat” 

Here are 5 Healthy Foods that will help you 
burn that fat and not allow it to gain another 
place. 

1. Honey, Lemon & Water. 

A great helping hand to regulate that metabolism thing in your body. A sip or two of 
a Hot Cup of Honey+Water+Lemon will surely burn those extra (unwanted) fats 
in your body. 
A Hot Cup of Honey Water and Lemon is both, tasty and satisfying. Another useful-
ness of it, rather than melting fats, is that it helps in clearing up the acne and even 
flushes out toxins from your body. 

 

2. Coffee. 

Coffee is one of the most served drinks of all time. Let that be your first meet with 
someone or an official meetup in your business. Coffee is the Key. 
Apart from being a favourite, it is very useful to your body, moreover, to burn fat. 
A study involving several people divided into two groups proved that the people 
who took Coffee (Caffeine) before a workout, nearly burned twice as much fat as 
compared to the other group. 
Caffeine is said to increase the metabolic rate by 15%, obviously, that totally de-
pends on the amount you consumed and the work you did next.  

3. Fish. 

There’s a unique thing about Fish. It is delicious and Healthy. It’s sometimes amaz-
ing to know how Healthy Foods can be so delicious. 
Salmon, herring, and other such fatty fishes contain Omega-3 fats. Omega-3 fats are 
known to be helpful in reducing inflammation diseases and preventive to se-
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vere heart disease. It contains all three types of Omega-3s i.e. ALA, DHA, and EPA. 
In a study, the people who took fish-based supplements (Omega3s polyunsaturated fats) were less into the 
risk of gaining excessive fat. 

4. Coconut Oil. 

A Coconut is a loaded pistol of Healthy nutrients essential for our body. With that being a quality, the icing 
on the cake is that it helps you burn fats quickly. 
In a study, the men who added an extra spoon of coconut oil in their diet were less vulnerable to getting fat 
and reduced 0.5 inches on their waist, without switching to another diet. 

5. Green Tea. 

Green Tea, as everyone knows it is the best antioxidant for your body. As it is an excellent source 
of epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG), an antioxidant that helps you to burn fat. 
Taking a cup of Green Tea before cycling or any related exercise will burn 13% 
extra fat. 
It’s not that bad in taste, terming the amount of fat it has the potential to burn. 

These were the 5 Healthy Foods to burn your fat. Let us know if we missed 
out on anything in the comments (discussion) section below. 
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